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Abstract
Affect recognition is a difficult problem that most often relies
on human annotated data to train automated systems. As hu-
mans perceive emotion differently based on personality, cogni-
tive state and past experiences, it is important to collect rank-
ings from multiple individuals to assess the emotional content
in corpora, which are later aggregated with rules such as ma-
jority vote. With the increased use of crowdsourcing services
for perceptual evaluations, collecting large amount of data is
now feasible. It becomes important to question the amount of
data needed to create well-trained classifiers. How different
are the aggregated labels collected from five raters compared
to the ones obtained from twenty evaluators? Is it worthwhile
to spend resources to increase the number of evaluators beyond
those used in conventional/laboratory studies? This study eval-
uates the consensus labels obtained by incrementally adding
new evaluators during perceptual evaluations. Using majority
vote over categorical emotional labels, we compare the changes
in the aggregated labels starting with one rater, and finishing
with 20 raters. The large number of evaluators in a subset of
the MSP-IMPROV database and the ability to filter annotators
by quality allows us to better understand label aggregation as a
function of the number of annotators.
Index Terms: emotion, crowdsourcing, annotation, label ag-
gregation, experimental methods, emotion perception

1. Introduction
Establishing emotional labels for databases is key for the anal-
ysis, synthesis and recognition of expressive behaviors. Emo-
tional classifiers rely on the reliability of the labels of the train-
ing data. Since the true emotion conveyed on the stimuli is un-
available, these labels are commonly obtained from perceptual
evaluations conducted by either many naı̈ve or expert raters.
The individual assessments are later aggregated creating con-
sensus labels used as ground truth to describe multimodal emo-
tional behaviors conveyed by the stimuli. This study investi-
gates the consistency of these consensus labels as a function of
the number of evaluators.

We have investigated the tradeoff between the number of
annotators and the underlying reliability of emotional labels
provided by multiple raters [1]. Motivated by the effective
reliability concept proposed by Rosenthal for perceptual stud-
ies [2], we evaluated difference conditions where categorical
emotional labels were aggregated with different numbers of an-
notations and different level of reliability. We conducted emo-
tion recognition experiments observing differences in classifi-
cation performance across the chosen conditions. Further anal-
ysis demonstrated that the consensus label was not changed by
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large groups of evaluations, and classification results were not
directly related to inter-evaluator agreement. This study made
us question the benefit of using more evaluators than what is
commonly used in current laboratory-based studies. Is there a
benefit in collecting annotations for a given stimuli from more
than three or five evaluators? This question is relevant today
given the role of crowdsourcing in behavioural signal process-
ing, which offers an affordable, and efficient platform to collect
perceptual evaluations from a diverse set of evaluators [3, 4].

This study explores the impact of incrementally adding
more evaluators to form the consensus labels. The study uses
a set of videos from the publicly available MSP-IMPROV
database [5], which was emotionally annotated using crowd-
sourcing evaluations by over 20 workers. The evaluation in-
cludes primary emotions containing happiness, sadness, anger,
neutral state, and other. We use majority vote rule to aggre-
gate the labels. This analysis demonstrates that extra evalua-
tions only benefit about 10% of the videos which change labels
multiple times. For other cases, the aggregated labels are very
stable when we add extra evaluators. This analysis also com-
pares cases where we create the aggregated labels with different
number of evaluators (e.g., 3 evaluators versus 20 evaluators).
These results show that even for extreme comparisons most of
the aggregated labels are consistent. The extra evaluations are
effective in certain cases to resolve ties. The findings from this
study can guide the design of future evaluations, including se-
lecting the optimal number of evaluators per stimulus.

2. Background
2.1. Relation to Prior Work

Recognizing emotion is a challenging task for both humans
and machine learning systems due to the discrepancies between
intended and perceived emotions displayed during human in-
teractions [6], especially for ambiguous expressive behaviours
[7]. Traditionally ground-truth for emotion recognition is rep-
resented by a set of labels provided by experts (i.e. behavioural
analysts) or by a large amount of naı̈ve evaluators. The for-
mer is expensive and difficult to achieve, while the latter can be
time consuming. Crowdsourcing services provide perfect plat-
forms to effectively complete these tasks fast and at a reason-
able cost [8]. In fact, several studies have evaluated emotional
databases using crowdsourcing services [4,9,10]. Given the re-
duced cost per annotation, it is feasible to collected more anno-
tations per stimulus (e.g., 10) than equivalent studies conducted
on laboratory conditions (e.g., 3).

After collecting labels from multiple evaluators, these la-
bels are aggregated to form consensus labels. While there are
sophisticated methods for this task, such as the minimax con-
ditional entropy framework [11], a simple method is majority
vote. For categorical labels (e.g., anger, happiness and sadness),
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majority vote selects the class that receives more preferences,
where tiebreaks may be necessary. This study uses majority
vote due to its simplicity. It aso allows us to make controlled
observations about our performance without taking into con-
sideration the effect of quality or quantity on our aggregation
metric.

These consensus labels are often used for classification -
a main application of this work which is more explicitly de-
fined in Burmania et al. [1]. Bhardwaj et al. [12] suggested in
their work that often inter-evaluator agreement does not neces-
sarily correlate with classification performance. They suggest a
framework (Anveshan) which solves a similar problem - fusing
label data beyond inter-evaluator agreement for the purpose of
aggregating a label for natural language processing. Our work
can be seen as somewhat of an analog focusing on effective
reliability, while moving into the multi-modal domain and pro-
viding additional iterative analysis.

An important aspect in these evaluations is to determine the
number of evaluators. While previous studies based on labo-
ratory conditions were limited to few evaluators, the increased
role of crowdsourcing in perceptual evaluations has allowed re-
searchers to significantly increase the diversity and quantity of
annotations. How many annotators are enough to derive reli-
able labels? Knowing the aggregated method in advance can
help answer this question. For example, Zhang et al. [13] pro-
posed an active learning (AL) framework, where a stimuli is
evaluated until a level of agreement is reached, achieving the
same aggregated label from majority vote, but avoiding extra
annotations. For example, if five evaluators per stimulus is the
target, the evaluation can stop if the first three annotators agree
on the label.

The underlying assumption in Zhang et al. [13] illustrates
the reduced benefits of adding additional evaluations. Given
the flexibility provided by crowdsourcing, it is important to un-
derstand the incremental contribution of additional annotators.
Understanding this question is fundamental to correctly allo-
cate resources for perceptual evaluations. This study explores
this question using a stepwise analysis, where we compare ag-
gregated labels obtained with majority vote after incrementally
adding additional raters.

2.2. MSP-IMPROV Database
The analysis relies on the publicly available MSP-IMPROV cor-
pus, an emotional audiovisual database consisting of impro-
vised dyadic interactions between actors [5]. The corpus was
originally collected to create conversational sentences convey-
ing the same lexical information across different emotions. This
goal was achieved by creating improvisation scenarios carefully
designed to (1) lead one of the actor to utter the target sentence,
and (2) elicit the target emotions. The target emotions for the
corpus were happiness, sadness, anger, and neutrality. The de-
tails of the corpus are given in Busso et al. [5].

The MSP-IMPROV corpus is ideal for this analysis since
each sentence was perceptually evaluated by at least five an-
notators using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Burmania et al. [3]
gives the details of the evaluation). Over 1,000 evaluators par-
ticipated in the study. The evaluation was conducted using an
elegant framework which tracked the performance of the work-
ers in real time, stopping the evaluation when the quality of
their labels dropped below a given threshold. The evaluation
interleaved reference sentences (e.g., gold standard), for which
emotional evaluations were previously collected. These videos
include 652 recordings, which were used to assess the quality
of the labels. Given this protocol, all of the videos from this ref-

erence set have more than five evaluations per video. This study
only considers this set. The perceptual evaluation contained a
multiple choice question asking for the primary emotion among
happiness, sadness, anger, neutral state, and other. The class
‘other’ was included to avoid forcing the evaluators to choose a
class that does not represent the perceived emotion. Russell et
al. [14] discussed the pitfalls of forced selections in emotional
perceptual evaluation in depth. This study only considers the
results for the primary emotions.

2.3. Moderate and High Agreement Conditions
This study includes two conditions: moderate agreement and
high agreement. The moderate agreement condition includes all
the annotations collected in the evaluation, achieving a Fleiss’
Kappa statistic around κ = 0.4 (the value for κ depends on the
number of evaluators which varies across the videos in the refer-
ence set). We consider 599 sentences for this condition, which
have more than 20 evaluations per video. The high agreement
condition includes a subset of the annotations, selected by post-
processing the labels. Burmania et al. [3] used a post-processing
step to remove noisy evaluations. If the quality of the worker
was above the threshold at a given checkpoint, he/she was al-
lowed to complete 20 additional videos before his/her quality
was controlled again. If his/her quality dropped below accept-
able values, not only the evaluation was stopped, but also the an-
notations provided after his/her last successful checkpoint were
discarded. This study uses a similar framework to define labels
in the high agreement condition, where the threshold for the co-
sine agreement metric is set at ∆θst = −25◦ (see Burmania
et al. [3]). While this framework discards annotations, we still
have roughly 12-15 evaluations per video in this condition. For
this set, the Fleiss’ Kappa statistic is around κ = 0.45. We con-
sider 638 sentences for this condition, which have more than 12
evaluations per video. Stricter thresholds increase the quality
above κ = 0.55, but the videos with more than 15 evaluators
would be less than 246.

The large amount of evaluations for moderate and high
agreement conditions allows us to explore the trends that occur
through the labelling process, and allow us to conjecture about
best practices for crowdsourced perceptual evaluations.

3. Methodology for Analysis
Starting with one annotator per video, the study incrementally
adds new evaluators analyzing the impact on the aggregated la-
bels. As mentioned before, we use the reference set from the
MSP-IMPROV corpus. The labels are aggregated using major-
ity vote, where the class with more selections is selected. We
consider the primary emotions consisting in a five-class prob-
lem: happiness, sadness, anger, neutral state, and other.

Although the annotations for the MSP-IMPROV database
had already been collected, we simulate labels arriving to us one
at a time for each video in the database. In this simulation, the
order of the annotators correspond to the actual order in which
the labels were collected in the database itself. For the moder-
ate and high agreement conditions, we start with one evaluation,
corresponding to the first label assigned to each video. The ag-
gregated labels for this initial case are the actual labels. Then,
we include an additional evaluator corresponding to the second
annotation provided to the videos. This simulation continues,
until arriving at the maximum number of annotations per con-
dition (nmax). For the moderate agreement condition, nmax is
set to 20. For the high agreement condition, nmax is set to 12,
since 638 videos have at least 12 annotators after removing the
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(b) High agreement condition
Figure 1: Percentage of videos with the same aggregated labels
before and after adding an additional evaluator.

noisy labels with the post-processing method described in Sec-
tion 2.3.

This stepwise analysis is proposed to understand the contri-
bution of an additional evaluator. There are four possible sce-
narios for the aggregated labels:

• EmoA → EmoA: No change on the selected emotional
class. The selected emotion is not affected by adding an ex-
tra evaluator.
• EmoA→ NA: Going from a selected emotional class to no
agreement (NA). After adding an extra evaluator, there are two
or more emotional classes with the same number of selections.
• NA → EmoA: Going from no agreement to a emotional
class. The new evaluation resolves a tie.
• NA→ NA: Going from no agreement to no agreement. The
new evaluation does not resolve a tie.

Notice that with the proposed method, it is not possible to
go from one emotion to another emotion in a single step. It has
to go through a state of no agreement first.

4. Results of the Analysis
4.1. Stability of Aggregated Labels

The first part of the analysis considers the stability of the ag-
gregated labels as we incorporate more annotators. We use the
annotations provided by n − 1 annotators to determine the ag-
gregated labels by using majority vote rule. Then, we estimate
the aggregated labels after adding the additional annotation (i.e.,
n raters). Figure 1 shows the percentage of the videos in which
their labels remain unchanged with one more rater. This case
includes EmoA→EmoA and NA→NA (Sec. 3). Figure 1 shows
that about 60% of the aggregated labels remain the same when
n = 2 or n = 3. We observe this result for moderate and high
agreement conditions. After n = 4, we observe less than 20%
of the labels changed due to the new annotation. After n = 6,
the changes in aggregated labels are less than 10%. The results
are consistent for moderate and high agreement conditions.

In Figure 2, we explore how the aggregated labels of the
videos changed as we add new evaluators (e.g., n increases).
This analysis includes the cases EmoA→NA and NA→EmoA,
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(b) High agreement condition

Figure 2: Percentage of the videos in which their labels changed
as we add one extra evaluator. Black bars correspond to transi-
tions from emotional class to no agreement (EmoA→ NA), and
black bars correspond to transitions between no agreement to
an emotional class (NA→ EmoA).

complementing the results shown in Figure 1. White bars rep-
resents changes from an emotional class to no agreement (e.g.,
ties). Black bars represents changes from no agreement to an
emotional class (e.g., resolving ties). For example, adding a
second annotation which does not agree with the first annota-
tion will create ties (around 40% for both conditions). When
n = 3, most of these ties are resolved. The number of labels
without agreement is below 10% for n > 6. The patterns for
moderate and high agreement conditions are similar.

We hypothesize that most of the changes in the aggregated
labels correspond to videos with ambiguous emotions. We ex-
plore this hypothesis by counting the number of times that each
video changed labels as we increase n from 1 to nmax. Figure
3 shows the distribution, where the x-axis corresponds to the
frequency that a video changed labels. Notice that the high oc-
currence of even number of transitions indicates that the labels
of the videos oscillate from no agreement to emotional cate-
gories, but eventually converge to a given emotional class. For
example, changing the label three times implies a transition be-
tween one emotion to no agreement (EmoA→NA) followed by
a transition between no agreement to the same or different emo-
tion (NA→Emo). A key result from this figure is that between
45% and 50% of the videos do not change labels during the pro-
cess. The aggregated labels are the labels assigned by the first
evaluators. These are videos where evaluators are consistent in
assigning the emotional class, reflecting clear emotions on the
videos. For both conditions, 75% of the videos change labels
less than four times. About 10% of the videos change labels
multiple times confirming our hypothesis. The key benefit in
collecting extra evaluators per video is to provide better charac-
terization of the range of emotional content conveyed in videos
with ambiguous emotions.

4.2. Aggregated Labels with Different Number of Raters

We also compare the aggregated labels obtained by using the
typical number of evaluators per stimulus used in previous stud-
ies. The purpose of this analysis is to quantify the differences
in aggregated labels between different values of n. Notice that
this section does not follow the stepwise approach used in Sec-
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Figure 3: This figures shows the percentage of the videos
in which their aggregated labels changed m times (m ∈
{1, 2, . . .}), as we incrementally add new evaluators from 1 to
nmax. The x-axis represents the number of changes in the ag-
gregated labels (e.g., m).

tion 4.1. For the moderate agreement condition, we evaluate
n ∈ {3, 5, 9, 20}. For the high agreement condition, we eval-
uate n ∈ {3, 5, 9}, since we do not have 20 evaluations per
video. In addition to the four scenarios presented in Section 3,
this analysis can also have the following transition, which was
not possible with the stepwise approach:

• EmoA → EmoB: Change from one emotional class to an-
other.

Figure 4 gives the results, presenting pairwise comparison
between some of these cases (e.g., n = 3 versus n = 5). We
observe that the labels are very stable even when we compare
n = 3 versus n = 20 (Fig. 4(a)). In this case, only 24% of the
videos changed the aggregated labels. Most of the cases corre-
spond to ties resolved by further annotators (10.4%) or changes
from one emotion to another (11.5%). This result also indicates
that only few videos benefits from having more annotations.

Unlike the stepwise analysis, we observe a difference be-
tween moderate and high agreement conditions. In Figure 4(a)
(moderate agreement condition), the number of videos that do
not change labels is around 468, which represents 78.1% of the
videos considered for this condition. In Figure 4(b) (high agree-
ment condition), the number of videos that do not change labels
is around 514, which represents 80.6% of the videos consid-
ered for this condition. We observe higher consistency between
conditions when the inter-evaluator agreement is higher.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
This study presented a stepwise approach to analyze the incre-
mental contribution of additional annotators for emotional per-
ceptual evaluation. Given the role of crowdsourcing in behav-
ioral signal processing, this analysis can guide the design of
future evaluations.

Figure 1 shows that collecting five annotators per video re-
solves most of the ambiguity. After this point, a reduced num-
ber of videos changed labels as we consider additional evalua-
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Figure 4: Pairwise comparison of aggregated labels obtained
by considering different number of evaluators.

tors. Figure 3 shows that an important percentage of the videos
do not change labels at all during the stepwise analysis. Very
few videos change labels more than five times. It is interest-
ing to observe this level of stability in the aggregated labels,
given the low inter-evaluator agreement associated with emo-
tional perceptual evaluations. We hypothesize that the labels
are even more stable for simpler behavioral signal processing
evaluations conducted on crowdsourcing services.

The analysis consistently showed that most of the benefits
in adding extra evaluations is for a small set of videos with
ambiguous emotions (about 10% in this study). An important
question is to assess the impact of these changes in labels on
emotion recognition experiments. Our previous study where we
analyzed classification experiments at different levels of relia-
bility in the labels suggested that the difference in classification
performance will be small [1].

In general, the stepwise analysis shows similar patterns for
moderate and high agreement conditions. The effect of higher
quality become clearer when we examine the differences in ag-
gregated labels between two distant values of n. The analysis
shows that around 80% of the labels for the high agreement con-
dition remain the same even when we compare cases with three
and nine evaluators. The extra annotations help to clarify ambi-
guities on the remaining set, resolving ties and correcting emo-
tional classes. While majority vote is a reasonable rule, it may
be interesting to replicate the analysis using more sophisticated
aggregated criteria which take into consideration the difficulty
of the task and the reliability of the evaluators [11]. We expect
that these methods will help to reduce the amount of changes in
the labels, suggesting that fewer evaluators may be required.

A limitation of this study is that the absolute results may de-
pend on the given task (corpus, number of emotional categories,
reliability of the evaluators). However, we expect that the key
observations from this study will generalize to relative perfor-
mance observations in new domains: most of the agreements
are reached with only few annotations, and the benefits of ex-
tra labels is to clarify ambiguous samples. These observations
have implications on machine learning tasks trained on these la-
bels including classifiers, and opening promising directions on
active learning frameworks.
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